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1. INTRODUCTION 

The method of phase-exchange has been successfully applied to the 
demineralisation of graphite. ' ·' The applicabililY of the same method for 
demineratising coal has also been reported and is utilised by the so-called "Convertol 
Process". 3,4 In these systems, the starting materials are uniformly solids only, 
carbonaceous material and minerals, physically mixed, and two non-miscible 
liquids, water and oil are subsequently added. Equilibrium condilions of such 
systems have been investigated in detail. 1,5 Raw graphite, containing nearly 50% 
carbonaceous material and 50% mineral inlpurities or more, is milled in the presence 
of water into a paste or slurry. To this intimate mixture a mineral lubricating 
oil is added in a kneading apparatus. The Inixture of the four componenis, how
ever, is not stable, and the system separates into two liquid phases; water and 
minerals forming one phase, while the oil and graphite form the other phase, resutt
ing in the separation of the solids. The mechanical separation of the two phases 
is very easy in that the water-nlineral phase can be washed off the oil-graphite 
phase and thus the mechanical separation of the two solid phases is achieved. 
Unlike the fiotation method, always only two clear-cut fractions are obtained. 

In these studies it was found that there is a limiting value up to which minerals 
go into the water to form the water-mineral phase and the rest of the minerals 
remain in the oil-graphite phase. There is also another limiting value for the 
water which remains in the oil-graphite phase, while practically no oil remains in 
the water-mineral phase. The limiting mineral value depends upon the extent 
to which physical separation bas taken place earlier by milling, It fnrther depcnds 
on the quantity of the oil added to the system and on the effectiveness of the external 
shearing forces which are applied to bring about the separation either by stirring 
or by kneading action. 

The method of phase-exchange utilises the interfacial forces of the surfaces 
of different solids in the presence of two or more immiscible liquids. Application 
of external mechanical forces, like sheaTing, helps in bringing about intimate con
tact between different components and their surfaces, thus enabling a straight 
separation and high enrichment of the lWO different solids in their resP9ctive liquid 
phases. 
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-, O,HH'1 OF l:-,,;vESI'I(lA1'IOS 

['hI..! pn;,\l"nt work !1iI~ hL't'J1 takt.:!1 up to ~(IHJy 1hl' .lppJil':lhilil) of lhi" principle 
t\l ... uch .... ystem ..... Whtft.! the four componenh l'xi:-.t in initial mi:-"'!l1n.'~ ~ii!ren.:nt from 
the at)('!\\.': nh:ntinnt'ti rnatl'riais, Vv't..~ ha\'t,' dW':'.L'1l ~y:-.l"'nh in \\hidt a ~(did and 
a liquid alreaLiy (~CCllr :.lS a natura! mixture and tp which i ... thl'n addt.:d another 
~(\Iill ano. liquid mi\turl' which a\s\J may o<.:C'ur naturally. [ hI..' atlinity of the parti
cular s\\lid ftlf thl..' liquid with which it is natural[) ft)tu:d ~twuld bl' It::-.:-. than for 
the iklUid \vhic/t i ... heing mixt:d with it later. In the prt'~,cnt wJ,lrk naturally occurring 
i\thaba~ca bitumt:n-~;.t!Hpi (Alhl'rta, Canada) containing ;:ppr\I\!lll,ih.:!) rzs ('n sand 
and 15 d" bituIl1t.:'Il. has hten tak.-:n as one of the ~lar1illg m:llcriah. "J ,,) this we 
han: 1ht'1l added (i) peat, c(lntaining appr()Xitll;ltd) ?:Oll" water ami ~O",\ carbo
nact.::Otb matt'rial, (ii) na1urally nl..-curring graphill:, l'l)l1{ainlnr 40 60"" minerals 
and, (iii) wood charcoal, containing ahout 5 ",! minc·ral lmpuritic". The (''(tent 
l() whicb the principle of phase excbHnge applit;,~ tn the tkrninL'rali\ing of the bltu~ 
men-sand and the: graphitt:: or coal on on~ :;idr..~ and h1 which extent water c{)Uld 
be removed from peat on the (>ther side, h", been 'I "died. 

3. RAW MATFRIALs 

Alhahasc(! hiWfJU!I1-S([W/.'i Thi~ sand is found a:-. a ~t.:rir:~ 1)1' OlttCfOP\ ah>ng 
Oyer a hundred miles or the Athabasc" river and ils lribulari," in Albena, Canada. 
The extent of the country that is underlain hy the bituminnu:-. }.:tlld formation is not 
Cully known hut recent sludies have shown an mea up It) "O.OO!) squal'<' miles, The 
theories regarding the origin of this vast oil sand dcp<"it arc not definite. It is 
calculated that l1early one hundred million barrels (If viscot!' hitttmcn per square 
mile may be available. 

The mineral aggregates consist mainty of quartz)' part ides of 100·200 (Tyler 
. standard) mesh size, but other valmthlc mincral~ like vanadium and aluminium 
arc ,t1so present. The specific gravity (i '027--1.0(5) and aho lhe viscosity of the 
bitumen vary to a great cxtent lhroughout the deposits from north to south. 

From :;.pccimen~ it can be seen that bitumen ~urroundl'- the sand grains. cover· 
ing the surface of the sand particles c0mpietcly, Separation of the bitumen fmm 
the sand particles although not very satisfactory_ was found pos,iblc by the so-called 
H Hot water method".6 Due to a rather high \'i;-,e()sity-kmp~ratur~ gradient of 
the bitumen i\ becomes easily liquetjcd at somewhat higher temperatures and in 
the presence of water floats away from the samL 

The content of sulfur in the raw bitumen is rather high and varies from 
4·5-5' 5 ~~ by weight of raw bitumen. When the bitumen is distilled, the sulfur 
is found to be uniformly distributed throughout the whole range of the distillates. 

Peat.--The raw peat used in the following experiments was a well humidified 
sphagnum peat with a water content of 79;;'-~ and low ash contenl. The samples 
were received 'from Messrs. Stockaryd, Nya Torv A. B. Stockaryd, Sweden. The 
original water content of the fresh peat was about 90 I'~. 
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Graphite.-We have used raw graphite obtained from Patna State Graphite 
Collieries, Titilagarh, with an ash content of 40-65 ~~ depending upon the particle 
sizes. The size fractions which we have used in our investigations are of (- 325) 
mesh and (:... 100 to + 150) mesh (Tyler Standard) sizes. They have ash contents 
of 51·8 % and 43·0 % respectively. The ash from the original graphite was ana
lysed and was found to contain about 73·0% silicious material and about 20·0% 
iron and aluminium. 

Charcoal.-The charcoal used in our experiments had an average ash content 
of 5·0 % in (- 150) mesh (Tyler standard) sizes. It is a normal grade wood charcoal. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

In all our experiments with charcoal or graphite, these substances were first 
put in the kneader and mixed with a known quantity of water. Tbis mixture was 
tben kneaded for sometime to get a uniform paste. In the case of peat, further 
mixing witb water was not necessary, since it already formed a paste. To tbese 
pastes a calculated amount of bitumen-sand was then added slowly. Tbe new 
mixture was then kneaded thoroughly till the exchange of phases started, as could 
be observed by the appearance of muddy water at tbe edges of the apparatus. The 
kneading was continued further till not only had the exchange of phases been 
accomplished but also a clear-cut separation was obtained and easy wasbing of 
the minerals was possible. The mineral impurities that had slipped into the water 
phase from tbe graphite and the bitumen-sand were removed by washing with 
more water. . In the same way the charcoal mixture and the peat, mixture were 
freed of the minerals by water washing. In case of peat, the water which was sepa
rated had a dark colour but even this colour could be removed when this water 
was again used for further washing at later stages. In the case of other mixtures 
the minerals coming out were rather reddish in the beginning and white towards 
the end. It is necessary to add that as most of the material was mineral matter 
and water which was washed off the kneader during the process, the remaining 
bitumen-graphite phase became so little that kneading was no longer efficient. 
Further initial portions of materials of the same ratio had to be added in order to 
accumulate sufficient bitumen-phase in the kneader. The pasty graphite-, charcoal-, 
peat-bitumen phase was then removed and the free water was removed from the 
paste by pressing in a filter-paper and by keeping in an open dish. A weighed 
quantity 'of this paste was then dried at lOS' C. until all the moisture was driven out 
and then extracted with benzene to remove all the bitumen, and tbe bitumen-free 
graphite .or charcoal or peat was taken for ash analyses. 

The data obtained in these experiments are given in Tables I, II and III in 
the fonD. of material balances, where the initial mixtures, unstable mixtures, and 
the final stable mix/nres are shown by weight in grams and as percentage weights 
of each one of the. systems used. 



5. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

TABLE I 
Material balance oj Phase-exchange experiments of Birumen-s(ll1d and Graphite 

Experilrent No. 1. Graphite (- 325) mesh; Ash con.tent 51·8~~; Bitumen~saQd: 85 'O~,;, A'ih (i}:1tent ;HKi 15'O~$~ BiHn,&n-'L0iil>!nl. 
-~ ---,----",----,-- -_ ... _- ... --.~~-

Initial Mixtures Fnstab]c ~'Hxture ;S!:~hh:- :.\rixt...:H .. ' .... 

'Yater-graphite 
phase 

l:litumen~sand 
pha"!-.e 

I g. 'i y. 4 g 'i 
(1) Graphite j 28·2 27-8 O·{] O·n 2B·2 16·7 

Minerals I 31·8 30-2 54'4 -85-(1 86·2 51·0 
\Vater .. I 4-fi·O 42·0 O.~1 0·0 4.-S.!) 20'0 
Bitumen r 0·0 0-0 g·t; 15-0 9',6 5·";' 
---i-----:-----------
Total "i 105·0 100·0. 04·0 10Q·fj 160·(1 lOG·O 

(H) Graphite !M0 26~~~Q.G~S:}" 
~1inerals I 15·H 30·2 SO·l) Cd'). 7 95·9 
'V~ter .. 1 22·ii 43-0 27·S 22·6 50-0 
BitLllIlf'tl \ 0·0 0·0 1·1·1 11·1' 14-1 g'l 

Total ,152·5 ]OU,O 121·/J 100·0 174·1 li)O.j1 

Theoretkal ~eparati()n 

Bitumen·gr-;;phite , 
pha:;:;e 

g. 

W ate~,n\lr.f!$at 
pha~c 

g. " 

R{'~!jl~ .. "imlc- :.1'-; (::l'p::'rit;,.tl:t 0) 

(iii) Graphite g.,;, 18·{) 11,(1 Ij.{l 1~'-7 ;;.~ In·; :~I~<~ 0,0 ".n 
Mint;-rais 11·S 13·5 }.1.,·.'; 8J~O 160·tj fl~.U r,·o (1·0 lI-:t).f, -;:;.7, 

.\C.tlL\\ ':;'~rC',!~!.ti.<)n 

g. g. 

of U!umt:'n \"-'~~'; io..;ui!1, ie,:t 
~C> v;a:;!;ing Jh, ;l\)t r"nlDYt 

:;lj';) 

1\'ater GO·ll ('>8·5 n·1) lJ,U ij,u,H n::.~~ \1.1} O-t! flO·"l :211·:; 3-/ 
Bitumen 0·0 (1·0 27·1) li'i~{1 2i·{J 1:).!/ 2';·0 r.:4.!? n·jj u·~j ::7'0 

Total "j 87·.) 100·Q hI-x 10\\·0 2r,g·:\ )1.,·14 4~·7 lvlj·U 2:;6,6 !t);},I) M IIM·l 21';·8 

% 

i'inn II 

mine-

lOU-(! 

}'{oisture content (before extraction of bitum.:n) 
Water rem.oval = 56·3xlOO/60-0 

As.h content (after extradion (If hitumen) 
Mjncmll'~moval = 161,5,,:100/166-6 

,,-,24 '5;{ 

= 97'0:," 
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TAllLE II 
Material balance 0/ Phase-exchange experiments of Bitumen-sand and Charcoal 

Experiment No.2. Charcoal (-150) mesh; Ash content 5-0%; Bitumen-sand: 85'0% Ash content and 15~O% Bitumen content 
--- -_._-- ------;-------.--- - ------------

Initial Mixtures 

Water-charcoal 
phase 

Bitumen-sand 
phase 

g. % g. I % 

Unstable Mixture 

I 

g. % 

Stable Mixtures 

- --------
Theoretical Separation Actual Separation 

Bitumen-charcoal I Water-mineral I Bitumen-charcoal I "Vater·mineral 
phase ph ase pha...<;e phase 

g. % g. % g. % g- % 

Minerals 1·5 1·16 78·0 85·0 79·5 36·0 
Water __ . lOO~O 77·5 0·0 I 0-0 100-0 45·4 It was found that the amount of bitumen was insufficient to form a 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 
%' 
'" <:; 

(i) Charcoal 27·5 21·3 0-0 I 0·0 127.5 12·6 

Bitumen.. 0·0 0-0 13·7! 15·0 13·7 6·2 coherent paste. t-io washing did not remove the minerals alone. b 
.. ----------1--------- " 

Total •. 129·0 99·96 91·7 1100'0 220·7 100·1 :3: 

(ii) Charc~ 13·75 I2~O-:-O-O:O_-13:_756_:s5 ~. 
Minerals 0'72 0·63 78·0 I 85·0 78·72 38·2 e.. 
Water •• 100-0 87·5 0·0 I 0·0 100·0 48·5 Same as experiment (i) ~. 
Bitumen.. 0·0 0·0 13-75 I 15-0 13'75 6·65 g-. 

----------------1-- ~ 

__ Total-----.:.:~~ 100·13 ~:2'5_J~ 206·22 i~~ ____ I __________ . ___ . ___ ~ 
(iii) Charcoal }4·0 18·7 0-0 0·0 14·0 I, 5·3 14·0 33·3 I 0·0 0·0 14·0 110.71 0·0 \ 0·0 ::t... 

Minerals 0·7 0~93 160·0 85-0 160·7 I 61·0 0·0 0-0 160·7 72·5 74·5 57·2 86·2 65·0 So 
'Vater.. 60·0 80-5 0·0 0·0 60·0 22·8 0·0 0·0 60-0 27·5 13·8 10·6 46-2 35'0 §... 
Bitumen.. 0-0 0·0 28-0 15·0 28·0 I 10·6 28·0 66·6 I 0·0 0·0 28·0 21'4 0·0 0·0 l::I _________________ 1________________________ i'; 

Total .. 74'7 100.13 188·0 100·0 262·7 I 99·7 42·0 99·9 1220.7 100·0 130·3 I 99·9 1131'8 1100.0 ~ 

Moisture content (before extraction of bitumen) = 10·6% Ash content (after extraction of bitumen) = 84.2% ~ 
Water removal = 46·2xlOO/60·O = 77·0% Mineral removal = 86·2xlOO/160·7 = 53'5% ~ 

(iv) Cha.-coal 10·0 14·2 0·0 I 0·0 10·0 .·9 10·0 33·3 I 0·0 j 0·0 110.0 II·S 0·0 
Minerals 0.5 0-7 US·O S5·0 113-5 55·8 0·0 0·0 113·5 61·5 50·3 68·1 63·2 
Watt:r.. 60·0 85·1 0·0 0·0 60·0 29·5 0·0 0-0 60·0 38·6 0·3 '7·2 52·7 
Bitumen.. 0·0 0·0 20·0 15·0 20-0 9·g 20·0 66·6 0·0 0·0 20·0 23·0 0·0 

-------------------------- ---------
Total .. 70'0 100·0 133·0 1100.0 203·5 100·0 30·0 99-9 173·5 100·0 I 86'6 99·8 115·9 

I 1 • 

Moisture content (before extraction of bitumen) = 7 -2% 
Water removal = 52'7xlOO/60'Q = 88'0% 

Ash ·content (after extraction of bitumen) = 83·4% 
Mineral removal = 63'2X100j1l3-5 = 55·5% 

0·0 
53·5 
46·5 

0·0 

100· 
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TABLE !II 

ltfaterial bQlance ~r Phase-exchange experiments of Bill/men-sand and P~tI! 

Experiment No. 8~ Raw Peat: Dry peat content 2I'O~~; Bitumen~sa.nd: g5'o:'~ Ashcontenl and 15-0"" Bilumen ~ontcnt 

Dry Peat 

Minerals 

\Vater 

Bitumen 

Total 

Stable :\fixt;Jft::-

Initial Mix~ure> .\fiXlure 
Theoreu ... al !Separation A· tu .. ! ~~i':.d';tti·,n 

~aw peat BituDlel1...,:,and 

g. '; I g. 
% 

g. I I, 42.0 21.0 0-0 0·(\ 42·0 10·5 

0·(\ f,·f. )65.4 84·2 J6S'4 le·) 

•• 15S·" ';0·11 I 0·(0 «.(\ lSSdJ , 3U-S , 
I I 

Bitumen-peat 
phase 

'''r 
·1:?·!1 57·f} 

0-(1 

11,'1 {l.tJ 

,t3·" 

\\" at<;r-:mineral 
phase 

g. ~ 
(\.(\ (J.(J 

lHB·.1 !'i)·II 

PIH! 4!h~t 

0·0 H.(I 

F-
.12·0 

9.tl 

23·1 

:n·tl. 

:w·-! 

H·3 

21-,1 

~~·fi 

\\ :,kr njuem.l 
rh", .. ~-

l .. !. ., 
\l'U II'!! 

If;t. ... j ,-• .j·tI 

134'~ ·111'" 

(1·0 (I·U .. ~~_"~_'~~.1~~~_~~_~: ... ~~L~~_~:]·r, 
•• 200·0 HIlId! I ~~~.~ ___ ~:,~.o 4UU~tJ. t~~~l~~._._>~ ::: ,I, 

--~---- .-----~.-,- .. ---.-----
httJ-lJ !t2t\ •. ! Ill'!i-n 111(,. t~ fit-l·~1 2!f:-l·4 lUll-II 

Moisture content (before I!xu-d;ction of biwmenj ~1·6· .• A ... h l.:ofltl;!iU j,f,Hl:f ..:xtr.l~ritl~1 of f'!itl1mt::uJ 1<)'1"0 
W~Her l~mo\"al ". 13S'9"' 100 158-0 ~5·5",< !\'i~r .. i rem{l;ai I~X'5 . tOO tr';';'4: --0 <l-l.'].",. 

'" ... 

;" 
~. 

;:: 
c. 
'" ~ 
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:;; 
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6. OBSERVATION AND DISCUSSION 

In Experiments 1 (i), (ii) and 2 (i), (ii) it was found that the amount of bitu
men that was added was not sufficient to form a continuous phase with graphite 
or charcoal. But it was clearly seen ·that the process of phase-exchange was taking 
place. Since no continuous bitumen-phase was formed in these above experiment, 
a clear-cut separation of the two phases by washing was not possible. But some 
released mineral impurities were washed in the beginning and it was seen that the 
released minerals did no longer contain any bitumen. 

Thus, in Experiments 1 (iii), and 2 (iii) and (iv) the quantity of hitumen was 
increased by the addition of more of bitumen-sand up to nearly the quantity of 
bitumen to graphite or charcoal. In these experiments a continuous phase was 
then formed, and the released minerals could be washed away easily. 

In all the three cases, there is an appreciable removal of mineral material 
from the bitumen-phases which is highest in the case of graphite of 97 %, practically 
identical in the case of peat of 94·3 % and· appreciably less in the case of charcoal 
of 65 % only. The latter case seems to indicate that there might be some adherence 
between the mineral matter of bitumen-sand and the charcoal. A very remarkable 
finding is the high removal of water in the case of peat, of 85 % of the water con
tained in the peat. This is the more remarkable as such water removal has been 
achieved by mechanical mixing only, with no evaporation. As water removal from 
peat by other mechanical means has always shown to be a big problem, this finding 
opens up a new possibility of mechanical water removal, as it is to be expected 
that also other suitable oils or oil residues will have a similar effect. 

If the remaining ash and water contents in the oil phases are related to the pure 
carbonaceous solids then the following ash and water contents are found: 

Ash Moisture 
Graphite 24·5% 19·1 % 
Charcoal (iii) 84·2% 49·6% 

(iv) 83·4% 38·6% 
Peat 19·1% 35·5% 

The ash contents and water contents are based on graphite, charcoal and peat. 

The fact that the bitumen-phase always contains quantities of water and 
minerals indicates that in these processes the final mixtures are the results of an 
equilibrium state which is approached during the operation.5 In order to demon
strate the underlying system, a representation with the help of tetrahedric space 
models for these systems has been made which are shown in Figs. 1 (a), 1 (b), 
2 (a) and 2 (b). From these models it becomes clear that once the separation has 
been started, either high recovery of bitumen from the bitumen-sand or high 
removal of water and minerals from the carbonaceous phases can be achieved by 
choosing extreme ratios of either snrplus of carbonaceous material or bitumen
phase material respectively. 



Dry Peat 

Minerals 

Water 

Bitumen 

Total 

TABLE III 
Material balance of Phase-exchange experiments of Bitumen-sand and Peat 

Experiment No. 8. ~aw Peat: Dry peat content 21'0%; Bitumen~sand 85'0% Ash content and 15'0% Bitumen 'content 

Stable Mixtur.es 

lni tial Mixtures Unstable Mixture I I 
Theoretical Separation Actual Separation 

~aw peat: Bitumen-sand --;tumen-~:-- ;~ter-U::eral I Bitumen-peat Water mineral 
phase phase pha'3e pbase 

g. %. g. %. g. %. g. % I g. I % g. % g. % 
42·0 21·0 0·0 0·0 42·0 10·5 42·0 57·0 0·0 0·0 42·0 39·4 0·0 I 0·0 

0·0 0·6 168·4 84·2 t 168·4 <12·1 0·0 0·0 1168'4 51·5 9·9 9·3' 158·5 54·0 

"1 158 '0 . 79·0 0·0. 0·0' 158·0 39·5 I 0·0 0·0 1158.0 I 48·5 23·1 21·6 134·9 46·0 

" 0·0 I 0·0 31.6: 15·8 ,31.6 7·9 1 31·6 43'0! 0,0 i 0'0 31,6 29·6 0·0 0·0 

,,1200.0 1100:-0 200:-0100:-0 400-:OioO:-073.6ioO:-O:32s~·ioO:-o~g;;:-o 293-4 '100:-0 
I I 

Moisture content (before extraction of bitumen) 
Water removal ~ 135·9xloo/158·Q 

= 21'6% 
= 85-5% 

Ash content (after extraction of bitumeu) 
Mineral removal ~ 158·5 x 1001168·4 

19·1% 
= 94'3;'; 
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6. OBSERVATION AND DISCUSSION 

In Experiments 1 (i), (ii) and 2 (i), (ii) it was found that the amount of bitu
men that was added was not sufficient to form a continuous phase with graphite 
or charcoal. But it was clearly seen 'that the process of phase-exchange was taking 
place. Since no continuous bitumen-phase was formed in these above experiment, 
a clear-cut separation of the two phases by washing was not possible. But some 
released mineral impurities were washed in the beginning and it was seen that the 
released minerals did no longer contain any bitumen. 

Thus, in Experiments 1 (iii), and 2 (iii) and (iv) the quantity of hitumen was 
increased by the addition of more of bitumen-sand up to nearly the quantity of 
bitumen to graphite or charcoal. In these experiments a continnous phase was 
then formed, and the released minerals could be washed away easily. 

In all the three cases, there is an appreciable removal of mineral material 
from the bitumen-phases which is highest in the case of graphite of 97 %, practically 
identical in the case of peat of 94· 3 % and' appreciably less in the case of charcoal 
of 65 % only. The latter case seems to indicate that there might be some adherence 
between the mineral matter of bitumen-sand and the charcoal. A very remarkable 
finding is the high removal of water in the case of peat, of 85 % of the water con
tained in the peat. This is the more remarkable as such water removal has been 
achieved by mechanical mixing only, with no evaporation. As water removal from 
peat by other mechanical means has always shown to be a big problem, this finding 
opens up a new possibility of mechanical water removal, as it is to be expected 
that also other suitable oils or oil residues will have a similar effect. 

If the remaining ash and water contents in the oil phases are related to the pure 
carbonaceous solids then the following ash and water contents are found: 

Ash Moisture 

Graphite 24'5% 19'1% 
Charcoal 

Peat 

(iii) 
(iv) 

84'2% 
83'4% 
19·1% 

49·6% 
38·6% 
35'5% 

The ash coutents and water contents are based on graphite, charcoal and peat. 

The fact that the bitumen-phase always contains quantities of water and 
minerals indicates that in these processes the ftnal mixtures are the results of an 
equilibrium state which is approached during the operation." In order to demon
strate the underlying system, a representation with the help of tetrahedric space 
models for these systems has been made which are shown in Figs. I (a), I (b), 
2 (a) and 2 (b). From these models it becomes clear that once the separation has 
been started, either high recovery of bitumen from the bitumen-sand or high 
removal of water and minerals from the carbonaceous phases can be achieved by 
choosing extreme ratios of either surplus of carbonaceous material or bitumen
phase material respectively. 
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The bitumen-charcoal mixture consists of a sticky solid which spreads slowly 
on keeping. When dried at 100° C. and cooled, it became a very tough solid. 
The bitumen-peat mixture was also a sticky solid, though not as sticky as the bitu
men-charcoal mixtnre. It also spreads on keeping. and sticks to the container. 
The bitnmen-graphite mixture is not sticky, but is a flexible plastic solid. I t docs 
not stick to (he container nor spreads on keeping. 
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3. Reerink. W. 
4. Mueschenborn, W. 
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